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Warning - This Publication

A DRINKING CLUB WITH

may contain some TRUTH

A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2527 171 West Tamar H.way Trevallyn Hare: Sheila

Run Report
Why would anybody want to leave the comfort of Sheila’s shed for the run and endure the cool
evening with the added threat of rain? Why would anybody want to stay in Sheila’s comfy shed
and endure the incessant chatter from One Hump?! ……. Easy choice really and the pack exited
the site to follow the lime based arrows of the dribble dropper (as opposed to staying and listening to poo based droppings of dribble). Tonight’s run would transverse the same paths as
many of Sheila’s runs had before; the Tamar River track, the West Tamar Road fitness track,
Tamar Marine, under the bridge to a check. By now it was obvious to many where this run was
heading i.e. up the Trevallyn Steps to the ON HOME in the Trevallyn Reserve Rotund - ahhh
what a nostalgic moment.

ON ON:
Get back from here to Sheila’s best as you can. On the return it was no surprise that One Hump had not stopped;
similar to playing the didgeridoo he can talk and breathe at the same time. Under the unwritten 3rd rule of Hash
each individual Hasher is required to engage conversation with One Hump for a minimum of ten minutes or until
bleeding from the ears is present. At this point they can pass to the next Hasher. Delly managed a gutsy 45 minute stint acknowledging One Humps unconstrained conversation with the occasional nod or grunt. Delly was
not giving up his prime position in front of the glowing Saxon so unbeknownst to anyone he had fitted special
One Hump noise cancelling ear plugs to cope. Rainbow called the lip session, sculls aplenty and the normal raffle
prizes (One Hump talking non stop, Tyles caught talking to One Hump, Boong top Footy tipster must have tipped
against Collingwood again, Sheila the Hare) Raffle prizes taken out by Thumbs a half Six pack and Bugsy a bottle
of elcheopo leg opener Sheila had provided an entree of tender seasoned venison but alas Fingers left it too late
as Summerhill driver 2Bob pulled the pin early. Venison - great for one’s digestion, perhaps not so good for the
olfactory senses of those around.
A forgetful hasher left the night without his wallet and phone. A vane attempt was made by Sheila to reunite the
device with its owner but it proved too difficult (like you can’t call him ‘cause you’ve got his phone) so he did the
next best thing with the forgotten phone and credit cards - UBER Eats sushi and Dan Murphy delivery!! On On!!

The 2022 Committee The Frugal committee that is tighter than a ducks arse
GM: ScaryJM: Fingers, Hash Cash: Rickshaw, Monk: Two BobTrail Master: Loggy , Horn: Thumbs , Lip: Rainbow, Scribe: Run
report is now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy,

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 24th May 32 Rowland Cres Summerhill Hare: Fingers

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 26th May Village Inn St Leonards Hare Footloose

Joke of the Week

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
When am I going away again
One Hump

My diary has
it first week in
October

Youre a walking encyclopaedia One
Hump

